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Respectable 
HK Special Administrative Region 
Chief Executive Carrie Lam 
Dear Madam:  

HongKong Special Administrative Region
Chief Executive's Office

Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 2509 0580 
ceo@ceo.gov.hk

I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID D 188015(3) or the files No. L/M (5) to (1258) in CE/GEN/1997 of Chief Executive's Office.  
 About I was to attack by chemical nerve gas of world forbid in Shenzhen City that case details, in yesterday’s letter included 

before the blood test report total six pages already to facsimile for you, because the color picture too many, but it available 
from www.ycec.com/HK/ 180616.pdf download to reading clear undoubtedly at any time.      

However, a conspiracy of more deeper to murder me is being executed as shown below: 

It by yesterday’s letter already to shown I was catastrophe to 
befall but fortunate not die, now again to see the right picture： 

Why the China Telecom of Shenzhen City for no reason only 
at my C-207 Unit doorway below corridor the turning point to add 
a Telecom box?  And must to employ many persons with much 
days at building outside of underground to wiring for it, and 
same the engineering at other ten building not find, why must to 
time-consuming?   

Is it possible that our building to add many Telecom users at 
once?  No!  

As you can see from the right picture, the green line 
symbolizes lead-out a wiring from the Telecom Box, and at 
the red circle that must drill a hole of 2 inch-long again to stuff in 
a hollow soft plastic rods are inserted to facilitate the fixing of 
the lead out wiring inevitable! 

Also as if in advance at this red circle hole purposely 
deepen but then not to through wall after stop and wait for 
murder me the magic group headman find someone an expert in 
midnight only if by lightly to hit, in advance to plot of the deepen 
at red circle the small hole it will very quiet to through the wall 
and again into a Gas-Tank connected of the small copper tubes to 
my sleep-room!  So, again use by tasteless chemical weapon’s 
nerve gas of world forbid certainly can easy and very quiet to 
murder me!     

Above just is since ancient times China dynasty early have the more hateful shameless murder means, but inestimable the 
shameless means still again can to complete setting use modernistic chemical weapon means to shown at new-era of Xi Jinping ! 

It was very clear now, who can order the China Telecom to install new electrical box under an unnecessarily situation insane to 
work and still can be seen only have a leading wire into but not out?  At the time of installation, I also stated to the construction 
workers of China Telecom that “the users in the upstairs have not increased, why you added a new Telecom box?” but they 
replied: “Higher-ups order to do, how can I not do?” 

It is also just have one in the in the dark to direct a plot and then after await orders to start by forbid chemical weapon’s nerve 
gas of global murder for me!  As a result, I am already dwelling in an environment of very terror depressed!  Therefore, 
Chief Executive's Office has even more reason and responsibility to ask the ShenZhen City government to immediately authorize 
the police to conduct a full investigation to avoid the image of Xi Jinping's new era being damaged!  

Because even if this letter only one page but still have a color picture so the facsimile unlikely faultless, but it can 
be download from www.ycec.com/HK/180617.pdf now!！  

Hereby！ 

June 17, 2018                                                                  D188015(3)  

To Chief Executive's Office:                                                       Lin Zhen Man  
Files No. L/M (5)to(1258)in CE/GEN/1997  
Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 2509 0580   
C.C. Secretary of Food and Hygiene department (HWF/H/L/M/130 04)    
Tel:  29738119  Fax:25210132 

 


